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New Legal Framework To Regulate
Remote Gambling In Singapore
Introduction
Following on from public consultations conducted by the Ministry of Home Affairs from 29 November to
10 January 2014, the Remote Gambling Bill (Bill No. 23/2014) (“Bill”)
(“
”) was introduced in Parliament on 8
September 2014.
The Bill seeks to create a framework to regulate remote gambling in Singapore. The remote gaming
industry has, to-date,
date, been largely unregulated in Singapore, given that the current gambling legislation,
vis,, the Common Gaming Houses Act (Cap. 49)(“CGHA”)
49)(“
”) and the Betting Act (Cap. 21)(“
21)(“BA”), which
were first enacted in the 1960s and which have not received major
major updates in the decades since they were
passed, are inadequate in regulating gaming and betting activities conducted through remote means.
The Singapore Government had, in the call for public feedback, raised three main concerns that
warranted the introduction
oduction of the Bill:
(a)

The ubiquitous nature of the Internet leaves Singaporeans more at risk to the dangers of
gambling than before, particularly the more tech-savvy
tech savvy younger generation;

(b)

Online gambling – such as blackjack or poker – are usually played on a repetitive basis and
can affect those with addictive personalities; and

(c)

Gambling operations can potentially become a conduit of funds for other illegal activities and
syndicated crime.

These concerns have now been expressly recognised under Section 7 of the Bill, which sets out the
purposes for which the Remote Gambling Act (“RGA”)
(“
”) has been enacted.
Consistent with these objectives, the provisions in the Bill reflect the strict approach which Singapore
intends to adopt in regulating the remote gambling industry, as can be seen from the broad and
comprehensive range of offences which affect individual users of the remote gambling services as well as
operators and their agents offering such services both within and from outside of Singapore. Further, the
Bill introduces a number of complementary measures to make up for the limitations in enforcing any
penalties imposed against foreign operators, which measures include blocking access to online gaming
websites, and blocking of payments to and from persons participating
participating in any unlawful remote gambling
activity. Finally, the Bill provides for a tightly controlled licensing regime, which would restrict the
number of gambling operators qualified to obtain a certificate of exemption to offer remote gambling
services
ces to the Singapore market.
The regulatory regimes of a number of jurisdictions were studied by the MHA in drafting this Bill,
including Hong Kong, Norway, France and the United Kingdom. Based on the provisions of the Bill,
including in particular those relevant to the issuance of a certificate of exemption, Singapore’s approach
appears to leans towards the Hong Kong and Norwegian models of having only the state operator(s)
offering remote gambling services, as opposed to more liberal gambling markets li
like the United Kingdom,
which does not limit the number of licences that may be granted to prospective online gambling
operators.
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Features of the Remote Gambling Bill
Scope
The Bill governs gambling activity which is conducted not just over the Internet, but also through the
telephone, interactive television, radio or any other communication technology (collectively referred to in
the Bill as ‘remote communication’).
However, the provisions of the Bill will not apply to a person who merely provi
provides or operates facilities
for network access, or provides services or connections for the transmission or routing of data. Such
persons would include an internet service provider or a network operations centre provider.

Offences and parties affected
Oncee the Bill is passed and the law takes effect, remote gambling will be rendered illegal in Singapore
unless the specific exemptions apply. The provisions of the Bill not only affect individuals based in
Singapore, but also extend extra-territorially
extra
to cover
er remote gambling operators and their agents based
locally and abroad. The prohibitions under the Bill also cover a wide range of activities, as summarised in
the table below:
Party
Singapore-based
based
individuals

Offences
Gambling using remote communication and a remote gambling service
which is not provided by an exempt operator or a person exempted by order
of the Minister published in the Gazette.
An offence is made out regardless of whether the individual had gambled
with others or through another person, or whether the gambling was done
partly inside and partly outside of Singapore, so long as the gambling would
constitute an offence in Singapore if done wholly in Singapore.

Singapore
or
foreign-based
based agents
of
operators
ators
of
remote
gambling
services

Carrying out, in accordance with arrangements made by the principal
principaloperator, the following acts:







organising, managing or supervising remote gambling by others (which
includes inviting others to gamble using remote communication, and
receiving, accepting or placing bets using remote communication)
distributing prizes offered in remote gambling
distributing money or money’s worth paid or staked by others in remote
gambling
facilitating the participation by others to ggamble remotely
assisting in any of the aforementioned acts

(collectively, the “Prohibited Acts”),
”), which, as a result, facilitates one or
more individuals to commit the offence of gambling using remote
communication.

Singapore-based
based
agents of operators
of remote gambling
services
2

Carrying out, in accordance with arrangements made by the principal
principaloperator, any of the Prohibited Acts which, as a result, facilitates one or more
individuals outside Singapore to gamble using remote communication.
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Operators providing
outside Singapore a
remote gambling
service with a
Singapore-customer
customer
link

Carrying out, in the course of carrying on a business, any of the Prohibited
Acts, including the provision of facilities for remote gambling.
As regards the provision of facilities for remote gambling, an offence is made
out regardless of whether the facilities are provided only partly by means of
remote communication, or whether they are provided wholly or partly
outside Singapore.
A remote gambling service has a Singapore
apore-customer link if any of the
customers is physically present in Singapore

Operators providing
a
Singapore-based
based
remote
gambling
service
with
a
Singapore
or
foreign-customer
customer
link

Carrying out, in the course of carrying on a business, any of the Pro
Prohibited
Acts, including the provision of facilities for remote gambling.
The provision of the aforementioned remote gambling services amounts to a
Singapore-based remote gambling service if the service is provided in the
course of carrying on a business in Singapore, or the central management
and control of the service is in Singapore, or in the case where the service is
provided to customers using an Internet carr
carriage service, where all or any of
the relevant Internet content is hosted in Singapore.
A remote gambling service has a foreign
foreign-customer link if none of the
customers is physically present in Singapore, whether or not an individual
who is physically present
nt in Singapore is capable of becoming a customer of
that service.

Apart from the above offences, other offences provided for under the Bill include the following:
(a)

Publishing or authorising the publication of a remote gambling service advertisement in
Singapore. This includes an online advertisement, which will be deemed to have been
published in Singapore if the online location where the advertisement has been included has
been accessed or is accessible in Singapore;

(b)

Promoting remote gambling in Singapore;
Singap
and

(c)

Authorising the promotion of remote gambling in Singapore, regardless of whether the
authorisation takes place inside or outside Singapore.

Significantly, Section 35(1) of the Bill provides that if the offence by a body corporate is proved to have
been committed with the consent or connivance of its officer, or attributable to any neglect on the officer’s
part, then both the officer and the body
body corporate will be liable for the offence. Where the affairs of the
body corporate are managed by its members, these members may be just as liable as if they were directors
of the body corporate. Sections 35(3) and 35(4) further provide for the liability of a partner in a
partnership, as well the liability of an officer or member of an unincorporated association respectively.
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Defences
The Bill provides for a number of defences to various offences, including the following:
(a)

Offence of providing an overseas remote gambling service with a Singapore
Singapore-customer link:
Section 10(2) of the Bill provides that it is a defence for the person charged to prove that he
did not know that the service had a Singapore-customer
Singapore customer link, and could not have known with
reasonable
sonable diligence. Section 10(3) further elaborates on a cumulative list of requirements
which will be considered in determining whether the person charged has exercised reasonable
diligence in ascertaining whether its service had a Singapore-customer
Singapore customer link
link.

(b)

Offence of publishing remote gambling service advertisement
advertisement: Section 16(1) of the Bill
provides that it is a defence for the person charged to prove that the published advertisement
was for or on the direction of an exempt operator. It is also a defence under Section 16(2) for
the person charged to establish that the published advertisement was accidental or an
incidental accompaniment to the publication of other matters not for the promotion of remote
gambling, and that no additional direct or indirect benefit was received by that person for the
advertisement. In addition, it is a defence under Section 16(3) that the person was acting in
the course of business of delivering/transmitting/broadcasting communications or making
data available, and the nature of the business was such that the persons undertaking it have no
control over the nature or content of communications/data.

(c)

Offence of promoting remote gambling:
gambling: It is a defence, under Section 18 of the Bill, for the
person charged to establish that the promotion was not in the course of business and that the
person did not receive any direct or indirect benefit – financial or otherwise – for promoting
remote gambling.

Enforcement and other technical measures
The powers of enforcement accorded under the Bill are granted not only to police officers, but also to a
public officer or an employee of the Media Development Authority Singapore (“
(“MDA”) or a public
authority appointed by the Minister under Section 32 (collectively referred to as ‘authorised office
officers’
under the Bill). The powers granted to these authorised officers are wide, and include the following:
General powers of enforcement
(a)

An authorised officer may, for the purposes of investigating any offence, or finding out
whether the provisions of Part 5 of the Bill or any condition of a certificate of exemption has
been or is being contravened, require any person to furnish information and documents and to
take copies thereof, require any person within Singapore who appears to be acquainted with
thee facts and circumstances to be in attendance for questioning, and examine orally that
person even before that person or anyone else is charged with an offence, and before that
person is called as a witness in any inquiry or trial;

Power to enter and search
sear premises
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(b)

The authorised officer may enter without notice any premises owned/occupied by a person
reasonably suspected to have committed an offence under the RGA.

(c)

Upon entrance, the authorised officer may, inter alia,, search the premises and take posses
possession
of anything found that is reasonably believed to be connected with the offence, and compel
any person to operate equipment to enable the officer to ascertain whether the
equipment/storage device contains information relevant to the investigation;
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(d)

The authorised officer may also apply for a search warrant in respect of a record/document
that is suspected to have not been produced;

Power to direct the blocking of website access
(e)

An authorised officer may direct the MDA to issue the internet service provi
provider (ISP) with an
‘access blocking order’ where, having considered the matters set out at Section 20(2) of the
RGA, he is satisfied that the ISP’s services have been or are being used to access or facilitate
access to an online location through which remote
remote gambling services are provided, or which
contains remote gambling advertising or materials promoting remote gambling, amongst
other things;

Power to direct the blocking of payment transactions
(f)

If an authorised officer is satisfied that a person is parti
participating or has participated in
unlawful remote gambling activity, he may, having considered the matters set out at Section
21(4) of the RGA, direct the Money Authority of Singapore (MAS) to give a financial
institution a payment blocking order, or give the
the blocking order himself.

(g)

The payment blocking order can go as far as directing the financial institution or financial
transaction provider to (i) not accept credit extended to that person; (ii) not accept a cheque,
bank draft or similar instrument drawn by
by or in favour of that person; (iii) not make or
accept electronic funds transfers/transmissions to and from that person; and (iv) generally
block all payment transactions customarily associated with gambling transactions.

Licensing of Remote Gambling Operators
The requirements for the issuance of a certificate of exemption are highly prohibitive and reflect the
conservative approach taken by the Singapore Government to restrict the number of licensed remote
gambling operators
tors in Singapore. Section 26(2) provides that the Minister will issue a certificate of
exemption to an applicant only if it is in the public interest to do so. The considerations which the
Minister may have regard to include the following matters:
(a)

Whetherr the applicant is established, incorporated, registered or otherwise based in
Whethe
Singapore

(b)

Whether any director/key officer of the applicant has been convicted in Singapore, which
renders him unsuitable for being the director/key officer of an exempt operato
operator

(c)

Whether the applicant is a non-profit
non profit entity which distributes part of its funds to public,
social or charitable purposes in Singapore

(d)

Whether the applicant has a consistent track record of compliance with legal and regulatory
requirements, whether in relation
relation to remote gambling or otherwise, in Singapore or
elsewhere.

Whilst the third consideration is prima facie likely to render most gambling operators (save for the local
state operators) unlikely to obtain a certificate, it bears noting that these are merely considerations which
the Minister may have regard to and give such weight to as appropriate, and are not cumulative
requirements that must strictly be met. The fact that Section 26(4) of the Bill expressly provides that the
Minister may take into account
account such other matters and evidence as may be relevant, suggests that each
application will be considered on a case-by-case
case
basis.
Finally, as with all other gaming related licenses, the exempt operator will be subject to certain conditions
which may bee imposed by the Minister as appropriate, which conditions may include those set out at
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Section 28(1) of the Bill. The Minister may also add, delete or modify the conditions of a certificate of
exemption issued, and provide directions for the exempt operator
operator to comply with in relation to the
conduct, supervision or control of that exempt operator’s operations.

Conclusion
Under the CGHA or the BA, which govern terrestrial gaming and betting activities respectively, the key
offences would be made out if the gaming or betting activity was conducted in a place to which the public
or any class of the public have access, or, if there was no access by the public, where habitual gambling
took place. In contrast, offences under the RGA do not have such a requiremen
requirement of public access to a place
where the remote gambling activity is conducted, or a requirement of habitual gaming where there is no
such access. The ramifications of such a distinction would mean that an individual would fall afoul of the
RGA even if he were
ere to gamble remotely within the private confines of his residence, whereas there would
be no contravention of the CGHA or BA if he had engaged in physical gaming or betting activities with
friends, colleagues or family members in his home.
The Remote Gambling
ambling Bill, when passed, will provide a much needed update to Singapore’s gaming laws,
given the proliferation of online gaming websites accessible in Singapore over the years. The Bill’s broad
and extraterritorial coverage, the wide arsenal of enforcement
enforcement powers, and the strict licensing regime
provided under the Bill, reflects the serious intent of the Singapore Government to clamp down on remote
gambling activities, which it views as a potent vice and a means by which vulnerable or young persons
may be exploited and harmed.
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